Confidently make secure payments online

Improve AR processing and cash flow with expanded payment options. Facilitate one-time or recurring payments by cheque, pre-authorized debit (PAD) and credit card. Reduce errors by enabling tenants to identify what open charges they are paying.

STREAMLINE COLLECTIONS
Offer tenants, owners and vendors the convenience of online payments using a secure portal.

IMPROVE ACCURACY
Enable tenants to initiate payments and determine what outstanding charges are paid.

REDUCE MANUAL PROCESS
Eliminate data entry, human error and banking fees with Yardi CHECKscan and Yardi Bill Pay.

yardi.com/paymentprocessing
YARDI PAYMENT PROCESSING

**AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS**
Offer paperless self-service lease payments via PAD, cheque, text or online. Tenants can log into a secure portal at any time to view their account balances and make one-time or set up recurring payments. Reduce errors and guess work by enabling tenants to apply payments to specific outstanding charges.

**YARDI CHECKSCAN**
Eliminate bank trips, lost cheques and manual keying errors while reducing NSF risk. Scan bulk cheques and money orders and instantly create receipt batches in Yardi Voyager. Speed up processing by uploading scanned cheque images and making automatic deposit to Yardi.

**YARDI BILL PAY**
Further reduce operational costs and increase efficiency by electronically processing and recording vendor and owner payments in Voyager.

Add convenience for your tenants, vendors and staff with a complete and secure ebanking solution for property management.
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